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In commencing the repofl on American guns and carriages it

seems best to set forth the comments of one authority on this

subject namely Lieutenant William Birkhimer Birkhimer

began his researches in 187273 He was for while stationed

in the vicinity of New York City and later in Washington

where he had all the sources of the War Department at his dis

posal With all this material at hand he admits that mary

details are missing from the volume which he published Historical

Sketch of the Organization Administration MatIriel and Tactics

of the Artillery- United States Army The author himself states

in the preface

When the writer of this work joined the

army as commissioned officer in 1870 he

cast about with view to learning something

of the career in this country èf the arm to
which he had been assignedathe artillery

SI The result was unsatisfactory Of record

there was almost nothing and that little was
sometimes glaringly erroneous Ezperienced
officers who were consulted could give little

L-U information regarding matters of date

-QO
anterior to their entry into service and

when they wished to speak positively con
cerning those things of which they were per
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sonally cognizant their memories were fre
qudntly so defective as to surprise even

themselves

All this was subject for wonder to

the writer It seemed strange that with

our admiration for and knowledge of foreign

services our own had not received more

Yet his book contains wealth of general information all his

reasoning is good and for the most part substantiated by other

authors He gives very good description of the various calibers

of guns howitzers and mortars in use Of their specific dimen

sions or architectural design he has nothing to say except that

they used mostly English armament although much was purchased in

Prance and Germany and some cast in our own colonies He

describes carriages and their method of construction giving

purely English design he does not describe or mention the privi

leges taken by American engineeers and artificers when adapting

carriage of one type to fit gun of another In other words

he makes no attempt to interpret or to divert from basic principles

of construction to those of combinations suitable to take care of

emergencies

It is common knowledge that officially the Continental artillery

Historical Sketch of the Organization Administration Matriel and

Tactics of the Artillery United States Army Washington
1884 Preface



followed the ordnance regulations laid down for the English Royal

artillery in dimensions of guns dimensions of carriages and in

all accoutrements As late as 1796 we still find the Americans

copying the English types of guns In an article of agreement

between Oliver Wolcott Jr Secretary of the Treasury and Sam

uel Hughes of Harford County State of Maryland Agent for the

Cecil Company dated October 25 1796 the Cecil Company agreed

to furnish and 12pounder naval cannon to conform in

weight bore caliber and length exactly to the English ship

guns of the sane description then in use.2 This practise of

course could not be precisely adhered to the colonies lacked

equipment and facilities for their own manufacture and had very

smali funds to provide the necessary essentials These circum

stances made it necessary to adopt conglomerate measures to supply

their needs Regardless of the type of gun were it brass or

castiron if it were needed in the field and would not fit

American State Papers Vol XIV of Naval Affairs Vol
55 Item No 12

EAmerican State Papers Documents Legislative and Executive
of the Congress of the United States from the First Session

of the First to the Second Session of the Eighteenth Congress
inclusive Commencing March 1789 and Ending March 1825
Selected and Edited under authority of Congress by Walter

Lowrie Secretary of the Senate and Walter Franklin Clerk

of the House of Representatives Washington Published by
Gales and Seaton 1834



standard type of carriage suitable carriage was constructed

The architectural design was copied from the English regulations

with the exception of necessary changes to fit the particular

gun being mounted Those changes consisted mostly of widening the

space between the trunnions or lengthening the cheek plates to

suit the length of the gun If gun were much heavier than the

usual one of the same caliber heavier material was needed for

its carriage

It is in this regard this report has been written and the

several drawings prepared What other authors mention but only

casually the writer has collected and included in this report

Prom such material the drawings have been made using original

guns of the period for necessary measurements The architectural

designs of the carriages have been copied from John Muller.3

But before going into details on carriages we must describe

the guns their calibers and types and the metal of which they

were made Prior to the Revolutionary War the British government

sent into the colonies large quantity of cannon of both iron and

brass manufacture for use in Indian warfare and in the war against

the French 17551760 These cannon were scattered throughout the

Treatise of Artillery London 1756



colonies They covered approximately the period of three ord

nance regulations the 1736 Armstrong regulations the 1753

and the experimental guns later adopted into the 1764 regulations

and many others which were brought over for experimental pur

poses but never officially adopted The writer has never found

table of lengths and weights of the guns covering the 1736

regulations although Muller4 records their proportions in rela

tion to their diameter of shot Prom these proportions drawing

of one 12pounder brass gun and one 12pounder castiron gun was

prepared see photograph No Their lengths are

Brass Gun

feet 11 3/4 inches

Overall length including the cascable feet 1/2 inches

Iron Gun

feet 11 1/2 inches

Overall length feet 3/4 inches

of the tables giving the lengths of guns give the

length from the end ofthe base ring to the face of
the muzzle.5 Unless specified this rule is generally
followed by authors on ordnance T.B

Before going into the lengths and weights of guns it will be

best to clarify the early English weight measures used for ordnance

This was based on pounds quarters and hundred weights One hun

dred weight was 112 pounds one quarter was 28 pounds and the

Ibid pp 7074

Ibid 68



pound 16 ounces When the weight of gun is given thus 14

we have the following
4x112t448
3x 28t 84

14

Add the figures 448 84 and 14 and the actual weight 546 pounds

is obtained brass gun of the Armstrong period feet long

would weigh approximately 29 3248 pounds This conid

erable wOit made taking it into the field difficult

The primitive conditions of travel in the British Colonial

possessions brought about experiments with light eight guns.6

This statement

...and it may so happen that the heavy

Pieces cannot be carried thro bad roads as

in America

substantiates the belief that the American colonies were partly

responsible for the great variety of ordnance The assumption is

strengthened when one considers the prevalent lack of good roads

the complete absence of roads in long distances of wilderness

whichhad to be traversed and the frequent travel by water In

America water offered by far the most favored mode of transporta

tion Pew boats used on any of the campaigns would carry more

Muller John Treatise of Artillery London 1756 pp 1011
Introduction

Ibid 12 Introduction



than 6pounder The usual armament consisted of swivels from

1/2 to 1/2pounders next in preference were the and

4pounders Most all these cannon were castiron due to economic

reasons Loss of guns transported by water was great The bateaux

might sink in the river or capsize in the rapids which of

course would result in the loss of the cannon

During the British conquest of Canada after the capture of

Port Lewis on the St Lawrence the English left for Montreal

passing the rapids at Coteau lu Luc During this journey they

lost fortysix bateaux seventeen whaleboats one row galley and

eightyf our men while crossing the rapids and they lost eighty

bateaux and their carcassiers at Coteau lu Luc.8 Carcassiers

received special mention by Pouchot ....barges called car

cassieres each carrying thirty men and twelve pounder.9 Row

many of the bateaux carried guns is not mentioned but that most

of them carried cannon of one type or another is certain We do

know that prames kind of floating battery-being flat-

Pouchot Memoir upon the Late War in North America
Between the French and EnglishT755-6Orans1ated and edited

by Franklin Rough Roxbury Mass 1866 II 40 footnote
and II 41

Ibid II 22



bottomed vessel which drew little water mounted several guns

and was very useful in covering the diseptharkation of troops

were in general use for transporting troops over the lakes in

10
America

The use of castiron guns for bateaux armament was not prac

tised by the English troops only The French from their earliest

occupation of Canada and the Ohio and Mississippi Valleys made

their travels mostly in canoes and bateaux Most boats capable

of carrying small cannon did so especially during the French

and English War of 175560 Many of the French frontier forts

had cannon mounted As those forts and frontier posts were taken

over by the English the ordnance was retained for their own pro

tection

In the American State Papers and in private publications there

are many letters dealing with the casting of cannon by the colonies

letter written by Joseph Hoff Manager of the Hibernia Furnace

Morris County hew Jerseyto Colonel Moylan Quartermaster Genera

of the Continental Army dated August 31 1776 testifies to the

manufacture in this country of guns for boat use This letter

says in part certain Mr Thomas Ives applyd to me to make

number say 36 or 38 three pounders Cannon for the Gondoliers

10

Smith Captain George An Universal Military Dictionary London
1779 pp PozFro



11
We have two ready for tryal some days past. Often the boats

would have to be abandoned and the troops travel overland in which

case what cannon could not be taken along were either dumped in

the river buried or left in small frontier fortifications where

the or 6pounders were the most favored along with

swivels from 1/2 to 1/2 pounds At the beginning of the Revo-

lutianary War nearly all of the frontier forts were taken over

by the Continentals and local militia hence the American soldiers

fell heir to miscellaneous collection of ordnance Add to this

their own homemade cannon and ordnance stores and it becomes an

increasingly difficult problem to definitely establish the American

ordnance used during the Revolutionary War

Pew of the larger siege guns like the 18 or 24pounders were

taken on long expeditions in America However we have record of

few cannon of this type having been carried along with the armies

of the various nations which at one time or another have occupied

the colonies and it may do well to record the calibers and places

where they were known to have been used in order to fully under

stand the ordnance which constituted the original background of the

American Colonial Artillery On his march to Canada in 1760

11

Boyer Charles Early Porges Fu.rnaces in New Jersey Phil
adelphia 1931 95



Captain Pouchot in describing the Englishbatteries firing on Port

Lewis located in the St Lawrence river mentions in one two 24-

pounders in another two 24pounders and six 12pounders and in

12
still another two 12inch mortars besides howitzers and royals

All told in this action seventyfive pieces of various types of

cannon were used all of which had been brought from Albany taken

by Mohawk River to Oswego and from there by bateaux up the St

Lawrence to Port Lewis What percentage of these were brass and

what iron is not mentioned The ordnance mounted by Pouchot at

Port Lewis consisted of twelve 12pounders two 6pounders thir

teen 4pounders four 1pounders and four brass 6vounders.13

Here the greater share of the ordnance was of iron Out of

total of thirtyfive there were only four brass guns and the

largest 12pounder At the defeat of Braddock on July 13 1755

the Prench captured four brass 12pounders four brass 6pounders

four 8inch brass howitzers and three 1/2inch grenade mortars

Ooehorns4 Braddocks march was typical field campaign

with roads and transportation trying experience hence all the

12

Pouchot cit II 28
13

Ibid II 38 footnote
14

Ibid 43 footnote

10



equipment was made of brass and as light as -oossible All those

guns were brought from the field of battle to Port Niagara where

they arrived the following March and were used by Captain Pouchot

when he defended that post against the English in 1759 The

largest cannon mounted at Port Niagara at the time of its capture

by the English under Sir William Johnson in 1759 were 12pounders

several of those were the brass guns captured from Braddoclç in

1755 Another record where 24pounder had reached as far as

the Great Lakes was when the Prench captured Oswego on August 14

1756 The English then surrendered seven brass cannon from

to 24-.pounders eight iron guns from to 9pounders one 10inch

brass mortar and thirteen royals and Coehorns.15 Only in the

movement of large armies during general campaign were the large

and heavy types of cannon taken along As those occasions were

rare in the colonies very few of the large siege pieces were

brought into the field this of course does not include the few

16 18 and 24pounders already placed in forts to protect the

rivers and harbors bordering the Great Lakes which would all

have been made of castiron but of which we have very little

record

15

Pouchot .21 I68 footnote
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John Muller16 explains the enormous number of horses needed

to transport the heavy artillery in the field The record cited

was taken from report made in 1748 heavy 3pounder needed

four horses 6pounder seven 12pounder ten ax4 24

pounder seventeen to eighteen horses At times this number had

to be augmented due to bad roads In 1753 few 3ghter guns

were adopted but it was not until 1764 that suitable light

artillery for the field which would permit the moving of

3-pounder with only one horse 6pounder with two horses

12pounder with three horses and light 24pounder with six

horses had been perfected

Nezt we must consider the naval guns their various types

and calibers These constituted large item in the colonys sup

ply of castiron guns Among these we must consider the cannon

taken from merchant and transport ships captured by American

privateers These merchant and transport ships are in large

measure responsible for the confusion in types of guns which

makes classifying so difficult Each ships captain armed his

vessel as he thought would best protect it against pirates and

privateers He was not subject to government control as to his

ordnance he purchased his cannon from private contractors or

16

Treatise of Artillery London 1756 pp 26061
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foundries that were also outside of government control Usually

their calibers were the same as for guns cast by thegovernment

but the architectural features differed from the governments

and the designs of the privately manufactured- guns varied though

in some respects they did favor the appearance of the government

issues Guns from captured merchant ships ox menofwai were

often brought ashore and mounted in works- to protect the harbor

or frontier posts and if suitable carriages could be constructed

they were taken into the field regardless of the metal of which

they were made

Photograph No shows table of guns adopted in 1753

including both brass and iron Photograph Na shows table

of brass guns and photograph No shows one of castttirdn both

adopted in 1764 In adding up all the guns which were passed and

approved by the English ordnance board we have thirty-one dif

ferent types of castiron guns and twentysix different types of

brass guns total of fiftyseven guns different in dimensions

and weight

the photograph Ro showing the 1753 ordnance

are several check marks The types of guns so marked

were not continued in the 1764 regulations but were

discontinued sometime between 1753 and 1764 How
ever they are included in the total figure of fifty
seven types of guns Those not check marked were

part of the 1764 regulations and are counted from

photographs Nos and T.B

The guns rejected in the 1753 regulations proved unsatisfactory

13



during the period They probably had minor changes made and were

then approved for the 1764 regulations Hence many of the guns

in the 1764 regulations are only slightly different from those

not carried forward from 1753 To the layman this may not make

any difference in appearance but for those constructing the

carriage it matters one or two inches more in circumference would

mean widening the carriage at the trunnions lengthening the tran

soms etc and if much weight were added additional thickness

of material would be needed

Por field use the English ordnance called for brass guns

exclusively Their calibers were 12 and 2pounders

the 1/2 and 1pounders were also used mounted on galloper

carriages See photograph No which is of an English 3pounder

mounted on carriage constructed at Colonial National Historical

Park and accompanying drawing NEiP-Col 4004 For siege purposes

the brass 24 18 and 12 and the heavy and 3pounders were

used

Garrison guns mounted in forts and water batteries consisted

of the 24 18 12 and 6pounder heavy castiron guns the

32 and 42pounders were used for seacoast defense almost exclu

sively

Ships guns were of castiron in the fOllowing calibers 32

24 18 12 and 3pounders together with all types of

14



swivels On rare occasions 42 or 36pounder might have been

mounted yet the majority of authors on American ordnance definitely

state that 24pounder was the heaviest gun used aboard American

vessels up to 1798 also that there were no guns heavier than

24pounder cast by the Colonial foundries and that those which

may have found their way into the American ordnance were either

taken over from the British captured from Mhem or furnished by

the French

Although the 1753 ordnance regulations list brass guns for

ships see photograph No few probably were cast for John

Muller in 1756 suggested the adoption of brass guns for ship

armament The few that had been cast were used mostly in the

commanders cabin whereas the main armament consisted of iron

guns

In the American Army however the questipn of need was more

important than set principles Hence if castiron gun of the

lesser weight could be properly mounted it was brought along

Congress when instructing the Cannon Committee to purchase guns

did not specify definitely the type of material On August 21

1776 that Committee was ordered to purchase six 6pounders six

12pounders four 8inch howitzers six 6inch howitzers and six

Coehorn mortars preferably of brass but if that were impractical

15



then of iron

Let us now consider other guns of the period which do not

correspond in weight or dimensions to tables given in the English

ordnance regulations but of which we have plentiful examples

In Morristown National Historical Park there are several castiron

guns dating back to the periOd of the Revolutionary War yet none

of them compares to the weight and dimensions of the English

tables One is 6pounder feet 1/2 inches long overall

weighing 11 1318 ppunds cast in 1778 The gun has

crown embossed on the chase in the rear of the first reinforce

ring Its supposed legend is that it was captured in Springfield

New Jersey from the British and used as an alarm gun at Short

Hills to the end of the Revolutionary War Given by General

Benoni Hataway to Colonel William Britten on the last training

at Morristown it was presented to the Washington Association in

1890 by William Britten with the consent of public authorities

The crown on this gun shows it was under royal subsidy probably

from the East India Company many of whose vessels were taken into

the government service during an emergency See photographs Nos

and

Birkl4imer lliam cit 25

16



Another old gun at Morristown is 6pounder dating back to

shortly before 1750 The gun is only feet 1/2 inches long and

is typical boat or bateau gun See photograph No

third is castiron gun 3pounder only feet 11 3/8ths

inches overall and weighing 18 466 pounds See photo

graph No In checking this figure with those in the tables

photographs Nos aM you will notice it is lot smaller

than standard ordnance According to legend the gun was given

by George Washington to Captain Nathaniel Camp for the protection

of Newark New Jersey

Located at Guilford Courthouse National Military Park is

castiron gun only 42 3/8ths inches long and weighing 413 pounds

On the left trunnion it has the following inscription and numbers

0533 CARBON l776 which represents cannon casting 533 cast by

the Carron Foundry Company Carron Scotland in the year 1776

This is another small boat or bateau gun

In Yorktown we have several English castiron guns These

guns were recovered through diving operations in the York River during

the fall of 1934 aM summer of 1935 from the English ships sunk

in 1781 Three of these guns are feet 1/2 inches long over

all and weigh from 131 to 1414 pounds They do not conform to

any of the guns in the tables given yet they have the broad arrow

17



stamted on top of the breech field slightly to the rear of the

first reinforce ring Only government guns could be thus marked

see photograph No 10

Port McHenry also has several guns of similar types

In Morristown there is pair of bronze 4pounders beauti

fully cast only feet 10 inches long They weigh in the neighbor

hood of 360 pounds each The legend of the guns is that they were

captured at Saratoga at the surrender of Burgoyne in 17 and were

presented to the Washington Association by the State of New Jer

sey See photographs Nos 11 and 12 These guns are not

regular government issue They do not have the customary coats

of arms or monograms of the King or Master General of Ordnance

neither do they bear the master founders name nor date when cast

The guns were cast sometime previous to 1753 as can be seen by

the large reinforce ring 0.Gs and fillets Of these mouldings

and fillets was said That the greatest part of the mouldings

should have the same dimensions from 3pounder to one of 32

appears contrary to reason...18 These large reinforce rings

and fillets do not appear on guns after 1753 We have several

guns of the later date in Yorktown and others have been examined

from which comparison has been made There is another portion of

18

Muller cit 75
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these two guns which confirms the suggestion that they are not of

government issue The two lugs on the uMer side of the neck and

button to which the elevating screw is fastened are crudely made

Compare these with thoseTuns cast by the government from 1728 to

177 you will see consid.erable difference in workmanship See

photographs Nos 13 and 14 Those of regular government issue

are all perfectly made this however does not discredit the

legend of the guns The entire march from the St Lawrence River

to Albany by way of Lake Champlain and Lake George was well known

to the English from their campaigns against the French twenty

years earlier Burgoyne naturally cast about for the lightest

guns that would be useful fet not burden him with unnecessary

weight Many of his guns and much of his equipment were collected

in xebec Canada and only those suitable for quick and light

travel were chosen

Let us summarize the notes previously made and see what the

authors of the early days have to say It has already been stated

that the English ordnance regulations had thirtyone different

types of castiron guns and twentysix of brass We also have

the several experimental guns at the proof butts only the casting

was tried For their efficiency etc they were taken into the

field where they were condemned or approved Many were left in

the colonies where no record of them is extant except the guns

themselves Of the guns at Colonial National Historical Park

19



which are original ones surrendered by Cornwallis in Yorktown in

1781 several date from 1759 yet they do not appear on the govern

ment regulations until 1764 and some do not appear at all Those

from private foundries which we have ample proof were numerous

throughout the country must also be added Of the guns cast in

the colonies we have very little record we know of foundries

and their locations but not so much about their products Birk

himer explains the similarity of the American artillery to that

of the English First they were familiar with it both through

inheritance and the fact that Mullers Treatise with its plans

and tables for artillery constructions was in every workshop and

foundry which turned out this species of mtriei There are

many letters and references to guns having been cast by these

foundries but of the articles they actually manufactured the

records are few There is no doubt that many of the guns still

exist but until more complete descriptions are obtained or the

makers drawings and sketches have been examined they must be

placed among unclassified ordnance

Thus many of the guns we cannot properly classify we can

safely state originated in our own foundries Most of them do have

19

Historical Sketch of the Organization Administration Matiriel

and Tactics of the Artillery United States Washington
1884 224
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English architectural design but have no markings dates or num

bers of any kind for identification Farther research may reveal

this answer few of the Colonial foundries had been casting

guns and cannon for the English Army as early as the French and

Indian War of 17551760 Among these several are outstanding

The Ancram Iron Works at Manor Livingstone Columbia County New

York cast cannon and shot for General Amherst when he was pre
20

paring his army for the capture of Fort Niagara and Crown Point

The foundry was erected in 1740 by Philip Livingstone Livingstone

had previously erected furnace at Salisbury Connecticut in

1734.21 The Salisbury Foundry became one of the largest producers

of cannon and shot during the Revolutionary War Another foundry

which had gained considerable experience in casting cannon was

located at Paynhain Massachusetts formerly part of Taunton it

cast cannon for the colonies and the English Army early in the

eighteenth century.22 One good history of the Salisbury works and

its produce mentions guns being cast of calibers from 1/2pound

swivel to l8poundersb23 Bishop claims the Salisbury works cast

20

Bishop Leander History of American Manufactures from 1608

to 1860 Philadelphia 1868 511530
21

Ibid 511
22

Ibid 482
23

Middlebrook Louis Salisbury Connecticut Cannon Revolutionary

War Salem Massachusetts 1935 35

21



guns from 4- to 32-pounders.24 Prom the citation 9standard full

size castIron ord.nance...for military or field use25 It seems

that the American artillery had developed castiron field gun of

standard dimensions but proportions are not mentioned For naval

use the guns were 2/3rds the length of the standard size field

guns and some for ships with cramped quarters only half the

length.26 If this statement is correct we can then account for

some of the very short guns which do not conform to any standard

ordnance regulations The custom must have been to cast many of

the guns to suit individual ships How common this custom was

the writer has been unable to determine but he doubts that it was

gpneral practise and believes that the occasions when the guns

were so cast were few Many of those smaller cannon undoubtedly

were used in the field and in the various forts and batteries

One description of these guns is not very complimentary to the Col

onial foundries The guns were necessarily of crude construc

tion the casting far from perfect due to the hurried manner in

which they were produced...27 Voluminous contracts records

agreements account books and other papers pertaining to the oper

24

Histoq of American Manufactures from 1608 to 1860 Philadel
phia 1868 511
25

Middlebrook cit p. 35
26

Ibid 35
27

Ibid 29
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ation of theSalisbury Cannon Foundry are on file among the State

Archives of Hartford 28 tA review of some of these documents

reveals lists of various men who received and receipted the com

pleted guns and for what service they were designated-navy

coast defense frontier defense or the field Those papers

undoubtedly contain much valuable data on American ordnance Prob

ably they like so many old records have been searched for their

literary value only and not for the technical descriptions of

which we are so sadly in need

Middlebrook gives list of ordnance and accoutrements cap

tured in Fort Ticonderoga taken from Ethan Allans report dated

May 10 1775

120 pieces of cannon

howitzer

cohorn

50 swivels

10 tons of musket ball

cart loads of flints

30 new gun carriages

quantity of shells

100 stands of arms

brass cannon

10 casks of powder
29

48 prisoners of

28

Middlebrook cit 42
29

Ibid Middlebrook took this list from Lossing Benson
The Pictorial FieldBook ofTheevo1ution New York 1851
125
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Prom this we see even the English were careful of their brass

artillery only two brass pieces out of total of 122 guns

Another collection of document which would be of immense

value to the National Park Service are the papers of Henry Knox

now deposited with the Massachusetts Historical Society part

of these documents in photostat form have been received and

examined but no important details have come to light In

Drakes Life of Henry Knox there are no descriptions of any

technical value to technician doing research on ordnance or

fortifications yet there must be the specific references we seek

on this subject in original papers

Out of thirtyeight foundries mentioned by Bishop and eleven

mentioned by Boyer as having cast cannon and shot for the Conti

nental Army during the Revolutionary War only four are specifi

cally mentioned as casting brass ordnance Colonel Paul Revere

was the proprietor of foundry on Lynn street Boston...Very

neat brass cannon was cast at this foundry.30

Benjamin Loxley made proposals as early as 1776 for casting

8inch mortars howitzers cannon and shells Several brass can

non cast by Loxley were tested by Daniel Joy of the Reading

30

Biihop 22 2i
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Pennsylvaniafurnace.31 third man James Byers also cast

brass cannon of this person Bishop gives no data except that

his foundry was in Perrnsylvania.2 fourth person was Daniel

King who commenced brass foundry as early as 1759 at the upper

33
end of Second Street Philadelphia Later reference is made

in this report to Daniel King

From this we can fully understand the difficulty there mast

have been in trying to supply the Continental Army trith brass

ordnance and that
tojfully

equip the artillery castiron guns

must have been used to large extent No doubt iron cannon

must have been experimented with in order to find type suitable

for the field but dimensions remain in obscurity That they were

closer to the English type than those of any other nation is

certain The experimenting done would have been mostly in weight

and length their design certainly would have closely resembled

the British

That the English have contributed much to the confusion of

31
Bishop cit 573

32

Ibid 574
33

Ibid 574
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identifying this miscellaneous collection of guns is evident

Even Muller complained in 1756

The reader may easily perceive the

perplexity of these cdnstructions arising
from the different scales that are used

without the least necessity.34

and

these light Pieces were then

highly esteemed for their easy carriage
and facility of working them yet mach

longer and heavier have been made ever

since without any manner of reason and

we should have continued so had it not

been for Col Weideman German who

brought light Pieces in use again as

new invention by the expresTs command of

his Royal Highness the Duke of Cuznberland

and

on 12th June 1751 some exper
iments were made on PutneyCommon by Messrs
Moore and Baron Stark with Piece made of

new metal of their invention which Piece

was pounder of three feet and half

long and weighed pounds as

they said and it was fired three hundred

rounds in three hours and fortyfive min
utes...36

and

This Piece was four feet and half long
and weighed pounds and after

being fired three hundred rounds in three hours

34

Muller op cit 75
35

Ibid Introduction

36
Ibid 10 Introduction
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and twenty-seven minutes loaded with the
same charge as above was found not to

have received the least damage.37

and

There are several old Guns in the War
ren whose thickness of metal is no more than

would make them there are even some not so

strong and yet they have been serviceable to

this day amongst these may be reckoned many

pounders that belonged to the EastIndia

company which were tried over again to know
if the rust had not rendered them unserviceable
and tho they were not above half the thickness

at the muzzle astragal as the present ones yet

they all stood the whole charge of powder with
out bursting Some new ones were proved at

the same time according to the late Mr Robinss
construction and since few others of the same

caliber 48

Another caliber of gun seldom mentioned in the English ordnance

regulations wgs the 2pounder Only three references to it have

come to light

See photograph No upper left corner
under Fieldpieces 39

John Puller Master Pounder for the Heath

field foundries in Sussex cast several

pounders and sold them to the English gov
ernment in 1735

60 2pounders feet long

60 2pounders feet inches long

37

Muller op cit 11 Introductiom
38

Ibid 14 15 Introducton
39

Smith Captain George cit photocopy from

40
Pounces Charles GunFounders of England Cambridge 1937 77
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An account of the Battle of Moores Creek
North Carolina pientioned 2pounder.41

That they were used by the Americans in the War for Indepen

dence we have ample proof in letters and receipts from captains

of vessels who drew amimmition and balls for some from the powder

magazine in Williamsburg

Public Stores Williamsburg 17781779
Mss Account Books Virginia State Library Archives

Journal of the Council of the State of Virginia
Vol 17771781 Page 128

Virginia Williamsburg
Schooner Boat Defiance Capt

To the Public Magazine

12 Muskets 36 flints

22d June 1778

Joseph Wrenn Dr
Sundries Vizt

100 ha Ball

50 Swivels Ball

Dutch Ovens

To 2..2 pounders

lb Sheet lead

50 lb Powder

Swivels Howits 42

by T.B

41

Stedman Charles The History of the American War London
Printed for the author and sold by Murray 1794
42

POWDER MCAZI1E typescript compilation of material on the

Williamsburg Virginia powder magazine by Colonial Williamsburg
Inc Williamsburg Virginia dated Augast 1934 100
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Journal of the Council of the State of Virginia

Vol l777l781.Page 200

Public Stores Williamsburg 17781779
Mss Account Books Virginia State Library Archives

Virginia Williamsburg December 2d 1778

Sloop Dolley Henry Dr to Sundry Accounts Vizt

Public Magazine 28 lbs lead 15 muskets

12 cutlasses 15 cartouch boxe 100 flints

Powder Horns 50 lbs musket ball armrests

Iron post 200 lbs Powder 200 1b2 Ball

200 Swivel Ball.43

by

Birkhimer gives list of ordnance copied from report by

Knox dated January 1778

3rigade artillery seventeen brigades
with four guns each sixtyeight pieces to

be or 6pounders with the park two

24pounders four 12pounders four 8inch
howitzers eight 1/2inch howitzefs ten

or 4pounders ten 6pounders for the

reserve to be kept at proper distance

from camp thirty and 6pounders two

12pounders one 24pounder all the foregoing

brigade park and reserve guns and howitzers

to bof brass In addition twelve 18pounders
twelve 12pounders battering pieces on traveling

carriages together with two 1/2inch and twelve

and 10inch mortars the battering pieces
and mortars to be of castiron.44

Prom this we see that iron ordnance was used almost exclusively

43

Ibid 102
44

Historical Sketch of the Organization Administration Materiel

and Tactics of the Artillery United States Army Washington
D.C 1884 275
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for the heavy traveling or siege equipment Prom an inventory taken

at the close of the war Birkhimer sets forth the various calibers

tich had existed in the Continental Army

In this there were enumerated as being

on hand mounted and ready for serwice Of

guns 12 and 24pouindeis of

mortars 1/2 1/2 10 13 and 16inch
of howitzers 1/2 and 8-inch all of brass
and of iron 12 18 24
and 32pounder guns 18pounder carronad.es

and 1/2inokhowitzers.46

It would have been interesting to have seen this collection

assembledin one placel

letter signed by Knox Secretary of War to the Senate

dated December 16 1793 lists the military and ordnance stores

of each arsenal and depot in the colonies and states

have the honor to submit return of

the ordnanoirrms and military storesin

possession of theUnited States....46

See Table attached

45

Ibid p.275
46

American tate Papers Vol xii of Military Affairs Vol
44 Item No 10

Stat Pajers Documents Legislative and Execative of

the Congress of the United States from the First Session of the

First to the Second Session of the Fifteenth Congress inclusive
Commencing March 1789 and End March 1819 Selected and

edited under authority of Congress by Walter Lowrie Secretaiy
of tife Senate and Matthew St Clair Clarke Clerk of the House

of Representatives Washington Published by Gales and Seaton
1832
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In checking afl the heavy ordnance in the various lists

it totals only 506 pieces of this number 244 were of brass and

262 of iron Table attached to the back of this report has

been compiled and itemized from the reports of the various depots

According to statement47 the itemized report of ordnance and

stores of 1789 differs only by 27 guns 16 of brass and 11 of

iron which had been removed during the years 1789 to 1793

It hardly seems possible that the number of guns here given

533 would be the total of heavy ordnance in the States when we

consider that 26 were captured from Cornwaflis alone when he

surrendered in Yorktow There must have been vito numbr of

cannon aboard ships in several of the fortifications also

cannon belonging to the State Militias Thus we can consider

that only those in depots are included in this total and not the

number of guns throughout the country The most interesting part

of the list of ordnance is the information of the various cali

bers and types in use

The writer is not familiar with the 1/2inch iron howitzer

mentioned in Table In the Military Museum at West Point Mil

itary Academy New York there are three brass howitzers having

47

Ibid 60 Item No 10
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diameter of 2.85 inches which bear the following label Made

by Daniel King Germantown Penn This is one of the very few

authentic pieces ot ordnance made in this country during the

Revolutionary period and still in existence Supposed to have

been cast and made by the order of Gen Anthony Wayne see

photograph No is On the reinforce field there is staed

Daniel King Germantown Pa.5 and on the chase USZOGNO on

the cascable 5286N and on the left trunnion WTJ5ff There is

no date on this gun

Up to this time we have given an account of various types

lengths and weights of guns as given by various authors also of

guns which we actually have This has left us with many types of

guns to be clarified and recognized The variety of designs are

many the actual caliber of guns in use very few This prepared

table48 will give$n idea of the caliber of guns most commonly used

Pounder of gun Diameter of Shot Caliber of Bore

1.. 1.923 2.0192...... 2.423 ......r...... 2.544
3..t... ...... 2.775 ................ 2.913

4................... 3.053 ................ 3.204

8...... 3.498

9................. 4.000 ............... 4.200
10 AAA7J.c...................._ t.rJu ................
18..................i 5.040 ................ 5.292
24... 5.547 5.824

48

Smith Captain George cit compiled from
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Prom this table we see there are only nine calibers for the

fiftyseven different types of guns of adopted regulations plus

those of which we have no other record than the guns themselves

There were eleven different types of 6pounders approved

plus the five guns previously described making total of sixteen

6pounders counting both brass and iron guns Excluding the

pounders above two thousand pounds as being too heavy and using

only those below this weight still leaves us ten different guns

of this same caliber It would be necessary in order to mount

these guns for field service to construct ten differently dimen

sioned carriages their architectural features would be the same

but one suitable for a6pounder of 14 546 pounds would

not be strong enough for cannon weighing 18 2016 pounds

In describing the construcion of the carriages we will use

later edition of Muller.49 Birlthimer says

So far as isknown Professor Mullers
work on gunnery was the only textbook for

artillery constructions extantinthis country

prior to 1797 That it was extensively used
by those having charge of artillery technical

affairs is- well known With this book in tWe

hands of superintenTentthere was no rea
son why skilled -artisans should not produce
English guns tand-carriages of the most approved

patterns The carriages that Stevens deicribes

as having been used during the Revolution and
down to the time at which we write were Mul
lers The American edition of Mullers

_______
-ç

49 --

Muller John Treatise of Artillery Philadelphia 1779 et

yassim
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treatise published in Philadelphia in 1779
was dedicated doubtless without the authors

consent to Generals Washington and Knox to

Colonel Proctor and the officers of

the continental army....50

The dedication mentioned by Birkhimer is copied here as it

appears in the book

TO HIS EXCTTit1NCY

GEORGE WASHINGTON ESQ
C011MMDER IN CHIEF

OF TEE ARMIES OF THE UNITED STATES

OP AMERICA
GENERAL HENRY ENOX

COLONEL THOMAS PROCTER
AND

THE OFFICERS

OP THE

CONTINENTAL ARTILLERY
THIS TREATISE
ON GUNNERY

IS MOST RESPECTFULLY INSCRIBED
BY THEIR

MOST HUMBLE SERVANT
somr NORMAN

51

Th next volume which Birkhimer mentions as being guide to

the American Colonial Artillery is that by Stevens.52 This book

deals mostly with tactics and manoeuvres which are purely English

50

Historical Sketch of the Oiganization Administration Materiel

and Tactics of the Artillery United States.Army Washington D.C
1884 pp 225226
51

Muller 1779 22 Title page
52

Stevens William ystem for the Discipline of the Artillery
of the United tates-ofimerica or The Young Artillerists Pocket

Companion New York 1797 et pssim
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The references to âarriages and equipment pertain solely to the

English types and all the illustrations in this volume are exact

copies from John Muller William Stevens was first lieutenant

in Colonel Henry Knoxs regiment as organized pursuant to resolve

of Congress Decembeij2
1775 In 1778 he was commisiioned

Captain in John Lambs regiment of artillery We still find him

captain in John Lambs regiment at the end of the Revolutionary

War.54 The organization of the first artillery regiment arrayed

sgainst the forces of the Crown at Boston in June 1775 was

raised by the Colony of Massachusetts adopted by the Continental

Congress and commanded by Colonel Richard Griley half4ay

British officer His services terminated at the expiration of

his enlistment period on January 1778 He was replaced by Henry

Knox who had been made colonel by action of Congress December

12 l775

Although there were bills passed by Congress for administering

the various army units there are no bills which definitely state

the types of ordnance and accoutrements

Again ujioting Birkhimer

W1t has been naturally but erroneously

53

Birkhimer Q2 cit pp 332-333
54

Ibid 344
55

Ibid pp and
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supposed that the Dribeauval carriage

French regulations was introduced into the

American service during the Revolution in
stead the English was then used and it

remained during the eighteenth century the

only style known practically to the American

artillery service Many cannon and other

military stores were procured in Prance and

the conclusion was drawn that the carriages

accompanied them and that in effect the

whole Gribeauva system was transplanted to

American soil There isno proof however
that this was the case.56

Prom the above we know that the American ordnance during the

Revolutionary War comprised English approved guns and carriages

and that from Prance only cannon were purchased

Contrary to this statement and deduction there is in the

photostated portion of the Knox Papers now at Colonial National

Historical Park letter dated at Boston April 24 17 which

specifically mentions carriages being received from Prance

0...It is probable you will hear before

this reaches you of theirriva of large

Ship at Portath from Prance with 58 Ps Brass

cannon carriages shott Cloathing Blanketts

Powder Seals reports of the quantities Var
iou...Ship arrivedtsunday...ttSGa

This is interesting information but the following quotation

may be interpreted so as to lessen its importance

56

Birkhimer cit 223
56a

Letter from Jackson presumably to man named Harrison
Paper No 161 iii Papers of Henry Knox
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French Ship arrived last Sunday at

Portsmouth from Prance after Passage of

Mäñths She has brought 52 brass Cannon
7000 Musquets 10000 Cannon Shot 9000

Grenade Shells Puns of Powder large
number of Tents large quantity of Lead

Balls sohie Linnen The account we -had

yesterday of her Cargo made it much more

valuable one which sent just as

received it to our Friend Harris9t You
win correct that Acc Lit

To these sources we must add those made by private foreign

concerns and those made in America Such equipment naturally

caused considerable confusion in fitting out train of artillery

and it is no wonder that our system has been called TMmongrel

system.57 Though this may have been an appropriate term it

proved its worth in the end

The consequences are obvious and will

be felt more sensibly in the United States
wherewe have heAl occasion to remark con
tractor carpenter ata distance from the

public arsenals had thi liberty of employing
timber of any kind and size and wassatisfied
if the carriage he had contracted for was like

that..of neighboring fort and thought it

unnecessary to paj any attention to the cali
-ber and lngth of the guns This want of

uniformity...impeded for long time the pro

-I-.-

5Gb

Letter signed to General Knox dated April 24 17 at Bos
ton Paper No 88 in Papers of Henry Knox
57

--Lemly Henry Ghanges Wroug%it in Artillery in the Nineteenth

Century and their Effect Upon the Attack and Defense of Forti
fied flaces Essay published by Artillery School Port

Monroe Virginia 1886



gress of the French artillery as it will

that of America unless similar system
is adopted.58

This was written in 1809 but uniform system was not offi

ciafly adopted by the United States Army until 1819

Before going into detail in describing the carriages and the

principles by which the drawings were made it will be necessary

to describe the several methods used in scaling and proportioning

the construction of the carriages In preparing drawings for the

guns of the earlier type 1736 the scale used was by dividing

the diameter of the shot into several parts The brass bronze

gun had its diameter divided into sixteen parts and the iron gun

into fourteen so that the entire gun was constructed in propor

tion to its diameter of shot The breech consisted of so many

diameters and so many parts as did also the reinforce chase and

each moulding

In John Mullers writings both in the original edition of

1756 and the reprint of 1779 he used scale by dividing the diam

eter of both brass bronze and iron guns into twentyfour parts

N...the whole diameter being divided into 24 as in the construction

of guns.59 As each carriage for stwidard type cannon had to be

58

Toilsard Louis deAmericanArtillerists Companion Philadel
phia 1809 II XIV1- Introduction

Muller 1779 oo cit 113
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constructed in proportion to the cannon itself this same scale

was used For example the thickness of the cheekYplates is

always one diameter Thus the carriage for 6pounder with

diameter of shot 3.6 inches had cheek plates 3.6 inches in

thickness For 12pounder whose diameter of shot was 4.62

inches the cheek plates of the carriage measured the same in

thickness The length of each cheek plate consisted of so many

diameters On the 12 and the short field 24pounder this

was 13 diameters and parts but for siege carriages for the 18

and 24pounders which were of considerable length and weight

much heavier carriage was needed The thickness of cheek plates
4-

remained the same For the 18-pounder this would be 5.040

inches and for 24pounder 5.54 1/2 inches.60 The length

of cheek plates however was based on so many diameters of shot

and feet For both the 18 and 24pounder this was 12 diameters

plus feet inches Thus the only difference in length of these

two carriages was the difference the 12 diameters of shot made

The cheek plates for the 18-pounder would be 12 feet 3/4 inches

long and for the 24-pounder 13 feet 1/2 inch.6

60

Muller 1756 jjj 56
61

Ibid 169
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Prom this we see how each carriage is constructed in rela-

tion to each gun of standard ordnance That this was not always

satisfactory due to the variety in weig1 and lengths of guns

Muller himself admits

This is common construction of field

carriages but as it relates only to the

four calibers whose dimensions have been

given the reader will still be at loss

how to construct any other and as the

length of the cheeks depends not only on
the caliber of the gun but likewise on the

height of the wheels as well as on the

length of the pieces which varies very
often therefore in the following con.

stru.ction we suppose the wheels of the

common size and the guns to be 20 or 21

diameters long which is the common length
at present of the 24 pounders.62

ETraveling or siege carriage wheels are 58 inches in diameter those

.of field carriage are 50 inches.63

On page 32 of this report is given list of the nine calibers

in use They were cast into fiftyseven different tynes differ

ent in weight and length ofmetal There were eleven different

types of 6pounders of standard or approved pattern Plus those

five which exist but of which we have no record gives total of

sixteen 6pounders .If the English regulations were adhered to

strictly only three types of carriages were constructed for these

62

Muller 1779 cit 103
63

This pp 108 and 113
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6-pounders field garrison and naval carriages Of these the

field carriage would be of standard dimension As the medium

weight gun might occasionally have been used in the field

fourth carriage might have been constructed Both guns are of

brass Of the castiron cannon the garrison guns would be next

as only certain types are suitable fox this purpose The largest

share of the different weights and dimensions of carriages would

be for the naval guns In the Continental Artillery only the

weight of guns would differ regardless of purpose or usage al

though brass was the most sought after for field use The demand

for cannon of this metal could not be supplied hence castiron

cannon were substituted and the only restrictions were that guns

of this metal whose weight would interfer with the army while

moving in the field should be placed in batteries and mounted on

siege or garrison carriages and those suitable for field operations

should be mounted on field carriages If we are to exclude the

six 6-pounders whose weight is above 2000 pounds as mentioned

on page 33 it still leaves us ten 6pounders which could be mounted

on suitable carriages for field use Each of these carriages

would have to be different in thickness of materiallength and

width and would be considerably different in weight While some

of the carriages could be constructed entirely on the field gun

pattern by placing wrought iron collar around the neck of the

button this will be more detailed later others had to be con
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structed by combination method that is combining both the

field and traveling or siege carriage

We readily see where the English had to construct only two

types of field carriages for ten light and nediuni guns In using

their standard ornce the Americans would have to construct

ten different carriages for mounting the same number We fully

realize that the scale as advocated by Muller is only suitable for

guns of standard ordnance and for naval and garrison guns whose

weight and length varied greatly different method had to be

used For comparison we will use the standard English field gun

of 1753 and 1764 and the gun marked on Drawing NEP CollO0l6

Sheet

Muller gives the length of 6pounder field gun of the 1753

regulations as feet inches and one of the 1764 period as

feet inch The guns weigh respectively 10 542 pounds

and sog pounds

In building carriage for 6-pounder feet inches long

and weighing 11 1318 pounds Drawing 00110016

Sheet the same proportions for all three guns could not be used

the weight and length of at least two of the guns would be all out

of proportion to the carriage It would have been necessary for

the American artisans to use three proportions if they were to keep
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anywhere near proper balance between gun and carriage First

the length of the gun from to had to be measured Gun

shows this to be feet 1/4 inches This length would be needed

on the carriage from center of trunnion socket to center of tran

som of the elevating platform the remaining part of the plat

form was for resting the elevating coin Fig if an elevating

screw was used only the center transom was needed as shown on

gun Fig the proportions in lengths of cheek plates are

all in relation to each other if the distance from UU to

was onethird or thereabouts of the distance ND0 to on one

carriage it would be the same on the other For the thickness

and depth of the plates it is necessary to use an entirely differ

ent method The weight of the gun enters into the subject and

has to be used The dimensions of cheek plates used for light

6pounder weighing only 509 pounds ot84 1/2 pounds

for each pound of the shot weight would not do for gun weighing

four times as mach The gun of feet inches long weighing

11 1318 pounds had 203 pounds for every pound of the

shot weight

The plank of white oak or elm needed for the light 6pounder

inches by 12 1/8th inches by feet 10 inches in dimension

could not be used for the heavier gun but by using the same pro

portion as existed in relation to pounds of metal per pounds of

shot in the lighter type to the one of the heavier we find the
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size of plank or timber necessary for the heavier gun to be 1/2

inches by 13 1/2 inches by feet 1/2 inch

For the three transoms the breast center and trail the

writer has substituted the thickness of material that is where

Muller gives the dimension as one and two diameters he has used

the single or double the thickness of the cheek plates see tipit

and Sheet Drawing EBP 00110016

The width between the cheek plates at the trunnions and at

the trail depends on the gun the carriage has the same taper as

the gait from the base ring to the side of the second reinforce

ring see B.BII0 and ULH.U Sheet

There are two different methods of elevating the gun one was

by coin or wedge see Fig Sheet the other by an elevating

screw see on Sheet All the brass guns used in the field

had on the under side two small lugs see Sheet Gun Fig

Muller says ...the only difference is that there is no bed tran

som here because screws are used to raise these light pieces

instead of wedges for which reason the center transom is two

diameters broad and but one thick it is placed in the middle of

the height of the cheeks at the center so that the neck of the

.cascable answers to the middle of the breadth of the transom the
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screw being fixed there.64 See photograph No is Wifliam

Stevens uses this same passage.65 See Sheet Gun Fig

For full size detail see Sheet

For elevating the gun needing wedge small platfoim had

to be constructed see Sheet Figs and F11 G0 and

the wedge NJN

Some iron guns had collar of wrought iron placed around

the neck of the button see photograph No li which made them

suitable for an elevating screw instead of the coin The trunnion

sockets are of course made to fit the individual guns as they

often vary even on guns of the same dimensions All the iron

strapping has to be lengthened and shortened according to the

cheek plates of the carriage They begin and end at the same

point see Sheet There is no difference in thickness of metal

strappings but they vary in width and length according to the

cheek plates

The iron axle boxed in wood was already in use by the French

for their light field artillery and to some extent by the English
-i-t

but it was still considered an experiment Row much
of4

the Con

tinental artillery had adopted the writer has never been able to

64

Muller lj79 cit pp 113 and 114
65

Stevens cit pp 218 and 219
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definitely establish On Sheet Pigs and are shown two

axles cased in wood Pigs and use the same axle as do Pigs

and On Sheet is shown wooden axle if this should be

desired However for our purpose where the guns have to remain

exposed to the elements indefinitely iron axles are more suit

able as they are not subject to decay like the wooden ones

The dimensions of wheels would necessarily have to be changed

to orrespond with the dimensions of the carriage and the weight

of the gun To do so the thickness of the cheek plates of

standard 6-pounder field carriage was divided into twentyfour

parts the wheels were then scaled and the same proportions used

in the construction of wheels for the heavier iron cannon car

riages

The differences in the proportions of the wheels for carriages

No.s and Sheet Drawing 00110005 were so slight that

the same wheels could be used on both carriages see Drawing NHP

CollO0l6 Sheet

For wheels on Gun Drawing jq 00110008 which is that

of standard 6pounder field carriage

For wheels on Gun Drawing Ool4004 it was necessary

to raise the elevation slightly hence the wheels are the same

diameter as on the galloper carriage 51 inches see Drawing

1BP 0014004 All other construction details in regard to the

dimensions of nave spokes fellows and iron work are the
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same as for the field 6pounder

Why Muller suggests that wheels for galloper carriage be

so mach heavier than for 6pounder field gun he does not explain

neither does any other authority which the writer has examined

galloper carriage and gun are mach lighter than standard brass

6pounder field gun and carriage light 6pounder weighs 546

pounds whereas 3-pounder used on the galloper carriage weighs

only 94 pounds

Very little information concerning the actual construction

and operation of the elevating screw is given in any of the books

on this subject John Muller gives the following information

ring of metal is cast under the cas
cable in these light pieces as is seen in

figure the second which serves to fasten the

head of screw that is used instead of

coins to raise the piece by this ring is

described from the same center and with the

same radius as the neck the diameter of the

hole to receive the bolt is parts and the

thickness of the ring is parts.66

Stevens enumerates the various material and equipment to be

taken into the field as follows 0...coins for 12 and

pounders and for howitzers and 0...screws for guns 12

and pounders

66

Muller 1779 cit 61
67

Stevens cit 246
68

Ibid 247
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Prom this last description.it is known that the American field

artillery had carriages with and without the elevating screw or

both screw and coin in the same train when taking the field during

period of operation

None of the engravings in the Muller volumes show the elevat

ing screw nor have any pictures of the screw in detail been located

69
The nearest to it is the one shown in photograph No 18 and

this is plan only with no construction detail to go by in pre

paring drawing The drawing shown on Sheet Drawing tU1P Col

10016 represents the screw as it possibly might have been See

also photograph No 16 which shows the screw in place on

reconstructed carriage The following items had to be considered

Pirst the button when the gun was deflated or elevated had

circular movement to allow for this socket must have been used

resting on small set of trunnions see Sheet Pig This

would also allow the handle Pig or female screw to rest on

an even surface regardless of the angle in which the screw was

placed Second the jar from the recoilwhen the gun was fired

was of considerable force hence means mast be found to prevent

jamming or ruining the tread of the elevating screw for this the

69

Taken from Smith Captain George cit Plate
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socket had to be of sufficient depth to permit greater surface on

which to absorb the shock The socket Pig is of sufficient

depth for this purpose the holes in which the screws slide are

smooth and close fitting Pig is the bearing in which the socket

retains its circular movement also used for anchoring the entire

assembly to the center transom Pig Square treat is used on

the screw and handle as shown by Pigs and Both square

and standard tread had been in use many years previous to 1750

gear and wheel cutting lathe had been invented by Dr Hooke

about 1655 ax4 screw cutting lathe was invented by Hindley of

York England in 1741 previous to that time they had been cut

by hand stock and dye.1 Photograph No 19 is of screw socket

and bearing made after the design just mentioned

The elevating screw as here described or one closely resembling

it was in use as early as 1728 by the English as can be seen in
4r

photograph No 16 which is of an 8inch howitzer bearing this

date This howitzer is one of the original guns surrendered in

Yorktown by Cornwallis in 1781 The gun is now at Yorktown

8inch howitzers were considered as only siege guns and belonged

to the siege train although there is record that this type of can

non was brought into the field on occasions unaccompanied by

P/c

Bishop 521
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siege train Their carriage resembled 12pounder heavy traveling

carriage except of course the cheek plates were much shortet

see Drawing NH 00110007 Occasionally the English would adopt

contemporary method for elevating their guns and howitzers

particularly if they used guns captured from other nations that

did not use the same method of elevating piece In Yorktown

we have an 8.79inch howitzer which was cast in Douay France

by Beringer June 1777 see photograph No 20 This howitzer

bears the inscription 11Surrendered by the Capitulation of Yorktown

Oct 1781 Presumably this piece of ornnnce was captured

either from French or American forces and mounted in the defensive

works in Yorktown To properly use this gun the English would

have had to adopt the coin instead of an elevating screw see

photograph No 21 also Drawing lslH 001-10007 Fig The

French method of elevating howitzer was by sliding coin

operated by screw and handle hence no lugs were needed on the

under side of the button see photograph No 22
Both the French and English howitzer carriages were constructed

so that when an angle of 45 degrees was wanted the platform and

screw were removed allowing the base ring of the howitzer to rest

directly on the center transom see on Drawing 11 Col-lO007

and on Drawing NH CollO005 Sheets 4nd

For the larger guns like the heavy 12 18 and 24pounders
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used by theAmericans for siege purposes wb cite quotation

from artillery recommethations written by Henry Knox

If any circuEstances shall happen to

render the movement of this army necessary
one hundred covered wagons will be wanted

to transport the stores three hundred strong
horses to draw the travelling artillery the
heavy artillery on garrison carriages.. 71

Another reference to garrison carriages being used in the field

was at the battle of Bunker Hill in 1775.72 Prom this information

we infer that the American artillery used garrison carriages when

iron ordnance was used for siege purposes

In some of our journals of the siege of Yorktown it is men

tioned that horses oxen and wagons were procured for hauling

the cannon and carriages from the landing to Yorktown If all

the guns were mounted on traveling carriages they would each have

limber and only horses or oxen would be needed for hauling them

But if garrison carriages were used heavy log wagons would be

needed for transporting the cannon and ordinary wagons for hauling

the carriages The question arises should we accept the phrase

for transporting cannon and carriages literally or only in

beneral way meaning cannon carriages and all accoutrements

Por regardless of how the guns were mounted wagons would be needed

71

Birkhimer cit
72

Ibid 79
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for hauling mortars and other artillery accoutrements and supplies

This question will have to remain unsettled until further informa

tion can be found

On December 12 1776 General Washington had diverted from its

original purpose one of the battalions of artillery and formed it

into an artificerregiment 73 and on January 16 1777 Benjamin

flower of Philadelphia was appointed lieutenantcolonel of this

regiment which consisted only of mechanicswheelwrights black

smiths and laboratory workers-who never shouldered musket or

fired gun in the field This department was germ of the ord

nance department during the Revolution and was much esteemed by

both Washington and Knox and though its efficiency to some extent

suffered by ignorance in administration its service was well

rscognized.74

On February 11 1778 Congress set up new technical system

for the artillery about which Genera Knox on June 1778

wrote complaints

NI am expected to do things and have

no means of doing them.75

By these regulations the commanding officer

73

Birkhimer 149
74

Ibid 149
75

Ibid 152
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of artillery has no power to give the dimen
sions or construction of any carriages or 76
cannon however erroneous they may be

complaint registered by Governor Reed of Pennsylvania against

the Carlisle arsenal says

The ironwork of the carriages was most

villainously done could run my hands into

the joints and cracks in the woodwork and one

18pounder carriage that saw broke down under

the first fire.77

This order was razed by Congress on August 12 1780

Not afl carriages were constructed by the army artificers

Some were constructed by private individuals others were turned

out by the foundries casting guns Carriages for both field and

ship guns were made by William Lax of Norwich and Stephen Banney

of Middletown.8 Unapestionably there are many others whose

identities could probably be discovered if old records now filed

in State archives could be found They might also reveal draw

ings and sketches with dimensions Research in the field of this

report is badly in need of such material

Although many cannon of various sizes and kinds of metal were

procured abroad no carriages tumbrils ammunition wagons or

other wheeled artillery vehicles were purchased all were manufac-

76

Birkhimer cit 153

Ibid 15
78

Middlebrook 22
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in the coloñies At least most sources are quite 4efinite in

this regard

In Yorktown where quite extensive archeological excavations

and considerable reconstnction have been carried out on severs

of the French and American fortifications many facts have

revealed themselves in regard to ordnance particularly in the

American section In American Battery No second parallel

the spacing from center to center of each gun is very irregular

with some measurements as small as 10 feet othersl2 feet

whereas the least space advocated by authors on fortifications

is 15 feet Now the overall width of traveling or siege car

riage is 81 inches feet inches.80 This would leave only

foot inch space between each gun At least half of the crew

assigned to each gun would have to pass through this narrow aisle

carrying powder and shot Also here would take place the man

oeuvreing for loading and bringing the gun forward into firing

position from each recoil for which was usually provided from

to feet according to powder charges used To move 24pounder

forward at least three men on each wheel would be necessary be

sides five to seven men on the trail It is apparent how con

79

Birkhimer cit 148
80

Mkller rise cit 164 1779 p.100
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jested such narrow space would have been not to mention the

loss of efficiency According to records there were mounted in

this battery ten cast-iron 18pounders and one 8inch howitzer

besides three 8inch mortars and several Coehorns Excluding the

mortars because of the usual space between mortar and gun

battery and counting only the ten guns and one howitzer there

would be -needed 110 men for the guns 11 men each and eight men

for the howitzer total of 118 men Surely it seems foolish

to have crowded the men and guns together so closely that effi

ciency would be reduced to marked degree It would have been

more advantageous and increased the efficiency of handling to

mount less guns giving more space for each Hence the use of

siege carriages in this battery may be doubted

If garrison carriages are considered there is much in their

favor The overall width of each is only 57 inches feet

inches which gives us space of feet inches between each

gun Besides the wheel is much smaller being 18 inches in

diameter whereas the siege carriage wheelw are 58 inches in ham

eter The width of garrison carriage wheel was only 1/2

inches in siege carriage the nav alone was 1/2 inche

Prom the spacing of the guns in this battery there is much to

81

Muller 1779 cit pp 96 and 118
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reconneth garrison carriges having been used

Battery Ho is very shallow It is more what is called

halfsunk battery though this term is very seldom used than

sunken battery Little information as to the length of space

permitted for the recoil of the gun room needed for the gunner

aiming the cannon and whatever necessary manoeuvres are carried

out behind the gun is given us For this we must go to the

American Battery No second parallel This is full sunken

battery In other words the bottom of the embrasures are prac

tically at ground level hence all the height needed for the car

riage gun and platform had to be exogated The length of this

battery easily permits the placing of the six guns mentioned by

journals and maps of the siege regardless of on what type of

carriage In Battery No it is the space permitted for the

length of each platform carriage and men to handle the cannon

which favors the use of garrison carriages In fact it definitely

prohibits the use of traveling carriages The overall length of

gun and carriage whetounted on traveling carriage is 16 feet

inches Of this about feet protrude into the embrasure when

in firing position St the explosion of the charge the gun ricoils

from to feet This is necessary to permit man to reload

Otherwise he would have to crawl into narrow embrasure for each re

loading whichof course would be out of the question The most
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common distance for recoil was feet which aflowed feet for

the gunner to reload This would add feet to the space required

from the interior slope of the embrasure to the trail of the gun

At least feet would be necessary for the gunner and his assistant

when using the hand spokes for aiming the gun This would make

the total length for the entire manoeuvre of acannon mounted on

siege carriage in battery 21 feet inches This would not

permit men to pass back and forth while the gun was being worked

and powder monkeys and men carrying shot had to do so The width

of the battery as revealed after excavation is only 18 feet

inches feet short of the space needed for the operation of the

cannon only For garrison carriage the space of 15 feet 1/2

inches would be sufficient for the gun and crew leaving little

more than feet for the men supplying the gun crews with ammuni

tion We can readily see how much there is in favor of the garri

son type of carriage having been used by the American troops during

the siege of Yorktown

From the description already given we know that both garrison

and naval carriages were in use Thvidence in the reconstructed

area of the Yorktown battlefield has revealed this fact clearly

That iron guns were mounted in this battery is unquestionable

All the journals and maps state this very definitely Now the

statement made by Henry Knox quoted by Birkhimer 51 that

garrison carriages were used by the Americans for their heavy iron
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ordnance serves us aptly The space in the excavated area of this

battery is just right

The garrison marine and naval carriages are all alike

except for the wheels On the naval carriage the wheels were

entirely of wood This was to prevent igniting loose powder which

might have been spilled on he deck while loading and firing the

guns The garrison or marine carriage had wheels made entirely

of castiron see photograph No 23 or else the wheels were

made of wood with an iron rini attached When garrison carriages

were used in the field the guns were carried on block carriage

heavy four wheeler The carriages were hauled on separate

wagon In several of the journals horses and wagons are mentioned

as being used for hauling the artillery to Yorktown This again

confirms the opiniot that garrison carriages were used during

the siege

That some of the bronze 18 and 24pounders were mounted on

regular traveling carriages there is no doubt because several of

the regular government arsenals did contain trained men and were

capable of producing first class equipment There is the possi

bility of course that their production was limited and that

outside sources would have to be depended on and it is in such

sources the responsibility for the miscellaneous equipment and

construction rests We cannot consider the statement made by

Tousard f.n 58 and the complaint by Governor Reed of
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vania f.n when they mention the cru.d.ities of the American

ordnance and accoutrements at least as general practise for

the entire Continental artillery Another source of questionable

design would be the several outposts on the frontier where an

old gun would be maci.e serviceable by new carriage constructed

by local labor and ingenuity that probably had never been in contact

wit1tregular ordnance rules That they probably were of lleterogen

eous design and construction there is no denial There might even

have been several odd looking carriages used aboard privateers and

local naval vessels But such examples could not be charged

against the Continental artillery in general The whole colony

was not made up of crude mechanics or men lacking in engineering

and scientific skill That there were men trained iii this field

of craft who could easily stand shoulder to shoulder with the best

of those trained in Europe must be admitted That those men could

adapt their training to the armies needs there is no doubt Cir

cumstances might have required them to make needful changes and to

use materials at hand were they wood or iron But when the pro

duct was delivered guns and carriages would fit as closely as the

materials on hand would permit With this assumption and the lit

tle explanation and directions previously mentioned the writer

has proceeded with this treatise and the drawings

For complete information on the various guns and carriages of

the English ordnance regulations see report entit.edgpop ON
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GUN CARRIAGES FOR FOBfl NONSENSE MORRISTOWN NTIONIAL HISTORICAL PARK

MORRISTOWN DEW JERSEYH dated December 1938 which should be

regarded as an appendix to this treatise Photographs of afl the

completed drawings are attached to this report Additional

drawings when finished win be photographed and the pictures

forwarded to recipients of this report for attachment

Accompanying this report is list of sources and their loca

tions dealing with ordnance manufactured in the colonies during

the Revolutionary War To what extent they have been searched for

technical data the writer does not know but that they must con

tain an immense amount of material of value for this type of

research is certain What is summarized in this report from

brief descriptions of recorded facts may be made clear and

definite by these old records Perhaps some day these records

can be checked which win enable complete history of the ord-

nance of the Revolutionary War to be written

S-tan
Thor Borresen

TB/OLD Aesistant Research Technician

December 14 1939
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In the English ordnance regulations there were three different

24pounders of brass One feet inches long weighed 53
5945 pounds the second feet inches long weighed 41
4678 pounds and the third light field piece of feet inches
weighed 16 13 1889 pounds The caliber of 24pounder was

5.824 inches and the diameter of shot was 5.547 inches The

extreme range of this gun was 3876 yards elevation 45 degrees
It used 16 pounds of powder This elevation and distance were not

practical The best range and proper charges were powder 12

pounds elevation 530 degrees and range of 2212 yards and

point blank range of only 488 yards using pounds of powder
At degree elevation for ricochet fire using pounds of powder
it had range of 1745 yards In firing grape the grape con
sisted of 12 iron balls each weighing pounds each balls diam
eter waá 2.423 inches total weight of the grape including the

wooden sabot and pin 25 pounds ounces

Tincase shot or canister was small iron shot previous to

1755 lead was used each weighing ounces or to the pound
diameter of each shot 1.211 inches weight of tin can 13 1/2

ounces each contained 84 shot with total weight of 21 pounds
13 1/2 ounces.3 For garrison use each canister weighed 1/4

ounces and diameter of each was 1.410 inches The case contained

48 shots For sea service each canister weighed ounces with

diameter of 1.526 inches the case contained 42 shots Powder

charges were from 1/3rd to 1/5th of the shotts weight according
to range desired

The number of men needed when gun was operated in field
twentytwo.4 Half of this number could operate the gun after it

Smith Captain George An Universal Military Dictionary London
1779

Ibid

Ibid SHESEE

Ibid.
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was in battery.5 Horses needed per gun when traveling light

guns six heavy guns seventeen or eighteen all in single file

Adye Ralph Willet The Bombardier and Pocket Gunner Printed
for Larkin No Oornhill Boston by William Greenough
1804
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howitzer

An English brass 58-inch owitse ngtk fr base ring

to end of mu tIe 28 1/4 inches overall length inluding bvtt it

1/2 inches Weight 460 pounds wet slell
15 pounds wit 14 ounces of pow er burst it it geztest

nnge 1800 yards using pound of powder

The outside imaete of shell wa 53 inehes thickness of

waL flA jysg sxtsric diem tar of fuse bole inches

interior 083 inches The length of tue fuse depended he

ige snd time of fli ht3

ne 58-ito howitzers we used wstly as fiel pieces during

siege usually in second or turd parallel The method

han lug this ur was the same us for an 8-inch howitzer \e
58-ncb howitzer had tw differs it caniste one con
tained 55 shots each shot wei ng ounces and each having

diameter of 1102 moles tb otbe conts ued 70 sho each with
iatr CQ inclise an4 vat hing ounoea4

Yor msnoeuvreing tue gun an tie iel ant to mount it in

bat ry twelve men were needed Only six were needed ten
actual firing commenced9

Stevens William LJua for Digj of te of

tii kmteS States America he Artiflerists Poc et

%1 it4r

Ibid and Smith Ount Sn Ger An tversal Vifl
Lonon 17

ousard Lou de rican Art llerist 9anion Philadel

Smit

Adye Ralph Willet The bardier Poaket Gunner Printed for

tin ho 47 Oo chill Boston by William Greeiongh 1804
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mortar

This English brass 10inch mortar weighed 10 1183
pounds its powder chamber could hold 1/2 pounds of powder
The shell weighed 86 pounds1 and could hold pounds 14 ounces

of powder2 but usually only pounds ounces were used for

bursting it The greatest range 3000 yards was attained by

using full powder charge of pounds ounpeu with pounds
ounces it would throw the shell 1900 yards All the mortars

in the English army were fixed permanently in their beds at an

angle of 45 degrees For shorter and longer ranges the powder

charge was adjusted.3 The fuse for bursting the shell was lighted

by the flash when the gun was fired

Diameter of shell 9.75 inches thicIness of shell walls

1.575 inches outside diameter of fuse hole 1.219 inches inside

diameter of fuse hole 1.12 inches length of fuse depended on

the shells time of light from six to ten men were needed in

order to operate the mortar efficiently in battery.5

Stevens William System for the Discipline of the Artillery of

the United States of America or The Younrti.lerists Pocket

Upanion New York 1797 pp 193 198200 213

and

Muller John Treatise of Artillery Philadelphia 1779 pp
56 67 110 119 134 13 140141 152 and Plates and

Muller supra

Ibid

Smith Captain George An Universal Military Dictionary London
1779 pp ARTART CHACHA DIADIA LABLAB $ORMOR SHESHO
TAB-TAB

Adye Ralph Willet The Bombardier and Pocket Owiner Printed for

Larkin No 47 Cornhtll Boston By William Greenough 1804
pp 153162 200206 241257
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mortar

8inch mortar Weight 448 pounds The greatest

range of an 8-inch mortar was 1800 yards with pounds of pow
der and the shell weighed 42 pounds and contained 1/4 pounds
for bursting Por throwing the shell 100 yards it took ounces

and 12 drains It took 18.72 seconds for the shell to travel the

1800 yards The 8-inch mortar was operated the same as the 13-

inch mortar Thickness of walls in an 8-inch shell 1.02 inches.1

The diameter of an 8-inch shell was 7.75 inches the outside

diameter of the fuse hole was 1.219 inches and the inside diameter
1.127 inches.2 Length of the fuse depended on the range and the

shells time of flight Prom four to five men were needed to

handle this mortar when it was placed in battery for firing

Adye Ralph Willet The Bombardier and Pocket thinner Printed
for Larkin No 47 Oornhill Boston by William Greenough

pp 153162 200206 249257

Ibid
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DESCRIPTION OP DRAWINGS

In preparing the drawings it was desired to have each carriage
oxi one sheet In doing this it was imuossible to detail and dimen
sion each piece separately To simplify interpretation all the

iron fastenings are numbered and those pieces made of wood lettered
Por each plan there is list giving the dimension of each sepa
rate piece of material needed EBP Col 10016 has been
described in the main report so only the list of materials and the

dimensions of each item are given

Each drawing or plate accompanying the report has been prepared
for individual guns and deals only with the carriages for which

measurements could be gotten from original cannon of the per.od
Most of the various pieces are made of brass bronze and were cast

in period ranging from 17271773 Seven of them are pieces
surrendered by Cornwallis at the capitulation of Yorktown in 1781

The plans have been prepared from John Mullers Treatise pj
Artilr published in Philadelphia in 1779 which is really

reprint of the second edition which was published in London in

1768 The first and original edition was published in 1756 against

which all plates have been checked Muller in his original edition

made many suggestions for changes in both cannon and carriages
which were nearly all adopted in 1764 hence his later editions

have been checked against the suggested improvements

Pollowing are brief descriptions each plate including

complete list of material needed for constraction and the dimensions
of each piece
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8008

Photograph No 38

Drawing Cot 10016 Sheet of
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Material for carriage of castiron

gun Drawing 1il Col 10016
Sheet of

No 38

Wood White Oak

pieces cheek plates...........................3 1/2
lpiece front transom...........................3 l/2

center transom..........................3 1/2W

elevating platforn transom 1/2
trail transom..........................31/2
elevating table........................2

Wheels

12 pieces fellow... ..... ... ... .. .... .. .4
24 spokes................................2 1/2

naves.. .. .. ..l2N

Axle Cover

lpiece top cover...............................l 3/4W x51x3 gN

bottom cover............................l x5 x3
2piecea sides x3 x3........... ....... .........a

Coin

piece coin....................................3 x5xlOl/2

Iron
3/8 112N 6..2

tru.nnion socket.......................l/2N 1/21 112
2cap square..............................1f2 x3 1/2 x2 3..2

front cap square bolt...................3/4 1/2 4ND
rear N..........3/41 1/20 40

cap sapare eye bolt...................3/4t round 60.....2

6_garnishbolt............................ll/2W xll/2N x4..2
7front ropehook.........................3/8 x3 x5N.........2

center transom rope hook................3/8 50

trail ................z/eN xl 4N.....2
10 trail transom eye bolt..................3/4 round see bottom of

11 trail strappings.......................3/8N 1/2 4$ 8...2
12 1/4 3...2
13 center tie band.........................3/80 1/4 7...2
14 transoznbolts...........................3/4 round see bottom of

15 rope rings and eye bolts................3/40 ft

13 l/2N 1/2xll
1/2

xl
10 x2t00
10 x9l/2

x24
1/2 xl

12 xltlN

pieces

pieces

pieces

pieces

sheet

pieces

pieces
sheet
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16wheel tires........................l/2 x4 xl6 O..........2 pieces

17 wheel fellow d.owledges............5/16 1/2 ll......12
18 hub or nave baxMis..................3/8 1/2 wheels

23 linch washer and rope hooc........3/8 1/4 4W

24 linch pins .. .3/4 round
nc axl zft zil ci tWe...............................u IA

26 axlebrace.........................5/80x31/20 x34.......2pieces
27 17 Pintib hole ring top..........1/2 3/4 l0.....l
Pintle.ringbottom......................1/2Wxl3f4N xl 7fl .....l

strap.......................3/8x21/2 nt 8N......l

Axlebathstraps........................5/160 xll/4N x23........2pieces
bars 3/4N round 20 transo bolts cap sqiare bolts etc
bars 5/16 sajsarefor nails for strap iron etc

25 3/4 scpare nuts

bars of 3/ 8N round rivets for wheels clamps etc

piece of chain 3/la stock with one inch links made of black iron long

puce of iron pipe Hub box
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Material for carriage of castiron

gun Drawing NHL Col 10016
Sheet of

LPhotogrh No 38

Wood White Oak

2cheekplates.................................31/2Nx123/4Nx7t 100

ifront transom................................31/2 x7 xl
center transom...............................3 1/2 x31/2N $N

elevating platform transom...................3 1/2 10 ON

lelevatingplatform...........................2 riO x91/2

Wheels

l2piecesfellows.............................4N x9x2 40

24 spokes...............................2 1/2 1/2
nave...............................12 12N xis

Axle cover

lpiece top cover.............................l 3/40 50 31 90

bottomcover...........................lx5x39
pieces sides.................................i x3 x3

piece coin...................................3 x5 xlOi/2

Mild Steel

truxinion socket............. ..l/2N 1/2N O..........2 pieces

3/8x31/2xl S... S.

2cap sqpare..........................1/2 x3 1/20 xl 8..........2
front cap square bolt............3/40 1/2
rear cap 3/4N 1/20 4N............2

cap square eye bolt.................3/40 round see bottom of sheet

garnish bolt........................1 1/2 xii 1/2 4f pieces

7front ropehook.....................3/8 x3 x5.................2
central transom rope hook...........3/8 50 80................2
trail transom rope hook.............3/8 4N2

10 eye round see bottom of sheet

11 trail strapping.....................3/8 1/2 41 2N..........2 pieces
12 tie band......................3/80 1/40

13 center tie band....................3/8 1/4 4N.......2
14 transom boit.......................3/4 round see bottom of sheet

15 rope rings and eye bolts............3/40 round

16wheel tires........................1/2 x40 x16................2pieces
17 Wheel fe.low dowledges............5/16N 1/2 11..........12
18 hub or nave bands...............33/8$ 1/2 26.1for wheels
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23 linch washers and1 rope hooks........3/8 1/4 4W.......2 wheels

24 linchpins..........................3/4W round

25 ax.e................................3 x3 x6t 4.............lpiece
26 axle brace..........................5/8 x3 1/2 131 O.......2
27 17 pintle hole ring top...........l/2 3/4

ft bottoai........l/2N 3/4W 7......l
strap...............3/8 1/2 8N.......1

Axleband.strap..........................5/lsftxl./4Ux21 02
washer bod.y........................lf2N x3/4U xl2U...........2

piece of iron pipe
bars s/is sap.are nails etc

3/8N round rivets for dowiedges etc
3/4w round transom bolts rope rings eye bolts etc

piece of chain 3/16 stock links long black iron
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Material for carriage of castiron

gun Drawing Col 10016
Sheet 1of

No 38

fliood White Oalc

pieces cheek plates...........................3 12 1/4 7% 71/8
piece front transom...........................3W 11

center transom..........................3 1/2 12 1/2
elevating platform transom.............3 5ff

trail transom.........................3 1/2W l0
elevating platform............. 2N 8W

Wheels see photograph 41
pieces nave or wheel hubs.....................12 12 xl 1W

12 fellows.............................2 i/2W x7 x2 4W

24 spokes.................................2 full x3 xl

Axle cover

lpiece top cover...............................1 3/4N x511x31
bottomcover...........................lNx5Wx3% 90

pieces sides.................................l x5 x3

Co in

piece.........................................2 1/2 4W

Mild Steel

_trunnionsocket.......................3/80x3tx22W ..........2pieces
1/2N 23.......

cap sqp.are............................l/2 x3 x23...........2
front cap square bolt.................5/8 4...........2
rear cap square bolt..................5/8 4............2

cap sopare eye bolt...................3/4 round see bottom of sheet

garnish bolt.........................l i/2W 1/2 4....2 pieces
front rope hook......................5/.6W 3/4W 5W.....2
center transom rope hoolc..............5/l60 l/2W 7W.....2
trail transom rope hook...............5/16 2U l5...... .._

10 eye bolt................3/40 round see bottom of sheet
11 trail strapping......................3/8Wx3U x41 1W.........2pieces
12 tie band..............5/l6 2W llW....2
13 center tie band.....................5/l6 2W 2........2
1$ transom bolts........0.............3/4% round see bottom of sheet

15 rope rings and eyebolts..............3/4W if

16wheel tires...........................l/2Wx2l/2w xiS OWn.2pieces
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fellow dowledgee...............5/16
18 hub or nave band.s...............5/l6W

23 linch washer and rope hook......3/8
24 linch pins......................5/8N

1/4 10 1/211....12 pieces

1/4 31 0....
1/4 2.....

round 411 long....... pieces

25 sxle............................3N x3 x6 411............ lpiece
26-s ar.lebrace......................5/811 x3x3 311 2pieces

Cl pintle hole ring top.......3/8 xl 1/2 8...... piece

Pintle hole ring bottoa.............3/8 1/211 12N.......
II straps...................3/8 1/2 9......

Axle band straps.....................l/411 1/4 1111..... pieces
Axle washer Body...................l/2 3/4M O........

piece of iron pipe 1/2 12 3/4 long sleeve for hub

bare 5/1611 sajiare for nails etc
30 feet of 3/4W round transom bolts cap square bolts rope eyes etc

pieces of chain s/ia stock links long black iron chain
25 3/4 equare nuts
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Material for carriage of

gun Drawing Cot 10016
Sheet of

No 38

Wood White oa

pieces cheek plates...............................2 5/8K 10 5/8 3/8
lpiece front transom...............................3Kx61/4 x9

center transom.............................3U l/4N l0
3ft

Wheels see photograph 42
naveorhube.....................................12 x12 x131/2

12 fellows.......................................2 1/2
24spokes...........................................1 3/4 13K xl 10

Axle cover

1piecetopcoyer..................................l3f4Nx5ix3i 9N

bottomcover................................1 x5x3 9$

pieces sides...................................1 x3 x3 9N

Zjld Steel

trunnion eocket.....................5/16K s/e 9......2 pieces

3/8N 5/8
cap sqiare..........................z/8 x2 5/8 xl 1ON.......2

front cap square bo1t...............5/8
rear 5/8 x2 4...............2..............
cap sqpare eye bolt.................5/8N round see bottom of sheet

garnish bolt........................1 1/4K xll/4 4.........2 pieces
front rope hook.....................5/16 1/2 5..........2
central transom rope hook...........5/16 1/2t........2

9trail transom.......................5/16 xll/2K xl 3K.....2
10 eye bolt...............5/8 round see bottom of sheet

11 strapping.....................5/16 5/8 4N...2 pieces
12 tie band............5/l6 7..........2
13- center tieband.....................5/16 x2 xl 9...........2
14 transom round see bottom of sheet

15 rope rings and eye
ft ft ft

l6r wheel tires.........................3/8Kx2l/2t x14..........2pieces
17- fellowdowledges....................1/4 rli/4N x9..........12
18 hub or nave bands...................1/41 1/2 20 0..... pieces

23 linch washer and rope hook..........3/8N xl 1/4 uN
piecesJ._ ........
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24 linchpins.....................5/8 round r4 ................2pieces
25 axle...........................3 x3 x6 4.................l

26 axlebrace.....................l/2 x25/8 x2 8..........2
27 17 pinfle hole ring top........5 1/6 1/2 6........l piece

Pintle hole ring bottorn...........5/l6 1/2 5........l
Pintle hole ring straps............5/16N 1/2 12..........1
Axle band straps....................l/4 1/4 4...........2 pieces

Axle washer Body..................5/8 is/Se xl Q......l
piece of G.I iron pipe 1/2 13 1/2N sleeve for nave

bars 5/16 5/16 nailsetc
30 feet s/s round transom bolts cap square bolts rope eyes and eye bolts

pieces of chain 3/16 stock links long black iron

24 square 5/8 nuts
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Photograph No 39

Drawing Col 10016 Sheet of

8009
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Drawing

Photograph No 40

Col 10016 Sheet of
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Photograph No 41

Drawing tue Cot 10008

6402

and niateria lists follow
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Carriage of

English 6-pounder brass gun Drawing
BIW Cot 10008

No 41

Descrtption

English 6pounder brass gun and carriage The gun is of the

1753 regulation cast in 1761 by Gilpin Master Founder of Woolwich
Arsenal London It was surrendered by Cornwaflis at the capitulation
of Yorktown 1781 The carriage has been prepared from plates shown

in Mufler 1779 edition. For detailed drawing of the elevating screw

see Drawing NEP Col 10016 Sheet of

Material

Wood

Cheek plate.................2 pieces....3 full 12 1/2
Front transom...............j 1/2 7N 10...
Wood covering for axle......1 piece .....2 1/2

pieces....l 50

piece.....1 31 5$
Center transom..............1 .....3 1/2 7Mx

Trail transom...............1 1/2 10 xl....
Nave........................2pieces ...l2x12 xlt
Pellow.....................2 ......2 1/2 40

Spokes.....................24 ......2 full

Mild Steel

Trunnion socket and strap.....2

Cap square truimion clanrp...2

Garnish bolt .. .2

Rope hooks .... .. .2

Transombolts................l
Rope hooks trail............2
Cheek bands........ .4

Trail strap............... .2

10 Pintle plate top............l
11 Pintle plate bottom.........1
12.Trai plate strap.............1
13 Trail plate ring bolt.........l

1f2xZxl
3/8
1/2
3/4
3/4 3/4

1/2 1/20
3/4 3/4
3/8
3/40 round

3/8
3/8
3/8
3/8 90

3/8 1/2 1/2
3/8 10
3/4 round

pieces

pieces
if

piece

pieces

if

piece
if
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14 Transom bolt waahers...........4 pieces 1/4N l/2N 1/2
15 Iron sxle......................l piece 3W 3ft 1/2
16 Axle casing straps.............2 pieces 1/4 i/4W lii

17 Axle strap.....................2 1/2 31 4W

18 Axle washer body............2 1/2 3/4W
19 Axle washer linch...........2 3/8 i/4W 11

20 Iave hoops.....................8 5/15W 1/4 31

21 Tire wheel..................2 1/aN 1/2W ifl

22 Yellow dowledge...............12 5/16 1/4 10 1/2
23 3W pipe sleeve..........................123/4 long

rods of 3/8 square 16 long for nails etc
rods of 3/8 round l6 long for rivets etc

Iron for elevating screw

Screw 1/16 diameter 14 1/2 long required

Screwhead11/l6x21/4x21/4
lenale screw and handle 3/4 1/2 1/2 one required
Socket 2x21/4x41/4
Bearings 3/4 1/8 1/4 two

Bolt 3/8 four

Spi4le bolt brass 3/4 diameter 5/16 one
Nuts brass s/a thick by 15/16 diameter two repaired
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Photograph No 42

Drawing IIBP Ool 4004

8074

and material lists follow
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Galloper

Carriage of Drawing NI Col 4004
Photograph No 42

escrption

The galloper carriage here shown was the smallest field car

riage used in the English and American armies The carriage in itself

is rather flexible as to the guns it mounts the largest gun used on

this type of carriage is the light 3pounder and the smallest 1/2
pounder swivel The carriage on the whole remained the same in all

dimensions only the dimensions of the cheek plates and the space be
tween each differed Each gun of different caliber differs in both

length and circumference hence it was necessary to bring the two

cheeks LB closer together If the gun was of the smallest type
smaller materiel for the cheek plates was used filler piece was
fitted between the ammunition box cover and the cheek plates
to make up for the additional space if the carriage was converted from

one type gun to another

The gun shown on the drawing is one of the early Prussian

experimental caste iron guns which would fire both solid and hollow

shot It dates from around 1755 to 1765 Photograph No shows an

English brass 3pounder mounted on reproduced garrison carriage
When in use in the field one to two horses were used according to

the road conditions the horses hitched in tandem

Material

Wood

2pieces shafts.............................5 171/2 10t
cheeks.............................2 3/4 10 3/4 31

piece front cross bar....................3 1/2 1/2 31

eleting transom...................4N 31 4N

center transom......................3N

front transom.......................4 3$ 4$

elevating plate....................1 1/2 xl
Table..............................ll/2x5 xl

pieces bottom of ammunition box............l 1/2 13 1/2 10
top of ammun.tion box...............10 13 1/2 31 711

10 partitions of ammunition box........1 1/2
axle coyering......................l 1/2 1/2
axle covering......................l 1/2 1/2 41

fellow...........................3 1/2
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2pieces nave..............................l2x12x131/2
12 spokes............................l 3/4I 1/2 10N

sft dead piece..................2 l/4W 3/4N

Mild Steel

pieces cheek plate straps...............3/8 3/4N 51 6N

trunion plates....n.............l/2W z/4N
axle strap.......................l/2 3/4N 6N

axle hoops.......................5/16 1/4
piece front transom bar................1N round 31 8N

hinges and basps................1/4 3/8N ON

trunnion bolts top..............l/2M

rope hooks.......................5/l6 1/2
garnish bolts..................l 3/8 3/8

10 nave hoops.......................l/4 1/2 20
11 fellow straps....................5/lG 11/2 20
12 pieces tire.............................l/2 14
13 piece harness hooks...................l/4l 1/2 41

14 piece shatt 1/2W
15 iron axle..........................2 1/2 1/2 4N

bar.....................................l/2 3/4 20
bare....................................3/4 round x20
bars....................................1/2 ft 0M

30 3f4N square nuts

30 1/2 square nuts

24 5/8 square nuts

square nuts
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sad material lists follow

Photograph No 43

Drawing NEP Col 10007
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Carriage of

English 8inch brass howitzer

Drawing ER Col 1000
No 43

Deecriyt log

This drawing is of an 8inch English brass bronze howitzer
cast in 172 by Scbalch Master Pounder of the Woolwich Arsenal Lou.

don The drawing of the carriage was copied from Mullers 1779 edition
Plates and pages 65 69 82 and 124 No separate drawing has been

prepared for the elevating screw but the general design is the same as

shown on Drawing ER Col 10005 Sheet of No 45
The material however is larger and is attached to the material list

for the 8-inch carriage

Mater tat

Wood

1/2 18
1/2 Sw

1/2
......4 1/2 80

153N 10
II 31 1/2

......l 3/8 1/2
pieàes ....l 3/8 1/2 1/2

....l6 160

....2 1/2 1/2

....4 1/2 10

Cheekplates..................2pieces.....4
Front transom.................lpiece......4

Elevating transom............i ......4

Centertraneom...........1
Trail transom..............1
Elevatingplatform............1
Axle wood casing.............l

It .............l

.............2

Nave Hub. ........ .....
Spokes.......................24
Fellows.... ................12

Cap Square

Cap Square
It

Mild Steel

Trannionsocket..............2pieces....5/8
....l/2

s/

.. .3/4

....3/40

.3/4

.2

.2

trunnion clamp..2
bolt...... .. .4

Pintle cap squ.are............2
Garnishbolts........4

1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2

3/4
round

SN

II.4

Cheekplate strap upper.....2

...a 1/2 1/2 4$

....3/4 3/4 x11

1/2 10
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Cheekplate strap iowerL....-...2 pieces.....3/8 x2 1/2 1O
cheekplate strep trail.........2 /8 1/2...I
Pintle plate top...............1 piece ....l/21 1/21

10 bottom............l .....1/2 8W

11 strap...............1 .....3/8W 11
12 ring and pin..............l 3/4N round 5W

13Rope rings.......................4 ....5/8 round x9O
14 Rope hook traii................2 .....l/20 2s

15 ft center.............2 .....i/2
ft .. .....7/81 round 71

front................2 1/2 30 50I.
ft ft ................2 7/8 round 71

17 Axle strap.......................2 ..3/4ft 1/21 31 41

18 Iron axie........................i 1/21 t/2u

19 Body Washer axle..............2 ...1/2 3/4W 2W

20 Linch .............2 .N ....z/8 1/4 4$

21 Dowledges wheel ..............12 ...3/8 1/2 is

22 Nave hoops..................... .....3/8 1/2 45

23 Tire........................... ....1/2 141/21 x18O
24 Axle casing strapp............. ....5/15R 1/2 51

bar of 7/8 round 20 feet Transom bolts

bars of 3/8 3/8 29 feet Nails spikes etc
12 3/4 square nuts

it

45/8
83/8

Elevating screw

elevating screw round 3/15 l8 square tread 3/15 3/16
healNx3Nx3N

elevating screw handle 3/4 1/2 1/2
elevating screw socket 1/2 1/2
elevating screw bearing 3/4 3/8
transom bolts 3/4 12

1/2 1/2 rivets

3/41 square nuts
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Photograph No 44

Drawing Col 10005 Shset of

8076

Description and material lists follow
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Photograph No 45
Drawing NEP Col 10005 Sheet of

80
eM materiel lists follow
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Carriage of

Inglish 5.8inch brass howitzer
Drawing Cot 10005
Pbotographs 44 and 45

Description

An English 5.8inch brass bronze howitzer cast in 1760 by
Gi.pin Master Pounder of Woolwich Arsenal London The drawing

of the carriage was copied from Mullers 1779 edition

howitzer carriage is constructed in such merner that it

is possible to fire from deflation angle of 12 degrees to high

angle of 45 degrees By removing the elevating platform and

resting the base ring of the howitzer on transom an angle of

45 degrees was obtained By resting the button of the howitzer on

platform an angle of 30 degrees was obtained Pot all other ele
vat ions the elevating screw had to be used Therefore platform
was never fastened to the transom

Material

Wood

Cheek plate..............2
Front transom...........l
Center transom...........l

No 2....l

Elevating ttble..........l

Trail transom............l

Axle covering...........l

Nave .. ......... .2

Fellow....... ... .6

Spoke....................l2

pieces........4 1/2 14 1/2
piece .........4 10

.........4 1/20 50 20

........4 1/20 50 30

........
40 12 80........
ZN xsl/2 x3 50

.........1 1/4 30 31 5t$

1/2 31 5I
14x14xl4... ....

.40181/2x2lZN.......
x3 1/2 xl 60........

1/20

1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2

Mile Steel

pieces trunnion socket and strap.....1/2
.....3/8

clarnp................1/20
trail strap...................3/80
center cheek strap............3f8
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pieces trail cheek strap...............3/80 1/2 31 80

piece pintle plate top................1/2 1/2
bottom.............l/2 1/2

rope hooks trail................l/2N

center............l/2N
10 front................l/20 51

11 axle tree strap................z/4 l/2 3$ 20

12 axle iron...................3 30 i/2
13 tire wheels....................3/80 40 18
14 nave hoops 8.................z/8W 1/2 28
15 fellow straps 24..............5/16 1/2 24
15 wheel chafing iron.............1/4 10 70

17 axle tree strap.................s/lS 1/2 41 80

18 washers linch..................l/2 1/4
19 hooks linch...........3/8 1/4 5N

20 elevating wheel.................5 l/2 1/2 3/4W
21 elevating socket...............20 1/4
22 elevating bearings............3/4 9$

23 elevating screw................ 7/8 round 16 long
24 bars of 3/4 round 20 long
254 3/8x3/8x2oulong
251 of 5/8 round.20 long
27 of 3/8 round 20 long
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and material lists follow
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Carriage of

English 10-inch brass mortar
Drawing 1l Col 10010

No 48

Description

10-.inch English brass bronze mortar cast in 1741 by

Schaich Woolwich Arsenal London

All lath mortaz beds for English mortars were made in one

solid piece The larger pieces like the 8-.inch 1O-.inch and 13inoh
were made of four pieces as shown on the drawing All mortars as
tened at an angle of 45 degrees see commentary on method of firing

Mat eris

Awood

piece .................12N 13 1/2 5$ 5W

12rlll/2x56
..................l0 15 51 511

11

Mild Steel

pieces.........3/4 01..........cap square
........3/4M round .......... eye bolt

3/4 1/2 41$ II bolts.. S....
3/4roundx2........

4l4 5/8 round 3$ and eye bolts.. S....
3/8 ..........ring bolt plate........

1/211 round l1 .........pivots........
3/4roundx2 .....

.........1 1/2 round 12 .........end pivot

.......3/40 round 311 ........transom bolts

111 round 511 ...center transom bolt

10 .........3/8 5I ........trunnion support

angle iron
12 3/4 nuts

5/811 nuts

mit

piece 3/8 31 washers etc
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0rriages of

5.8 inch Royal and 4.6 inch Coehorn mortars
Drawing 001 10011

No 47

Descript ion

Two small mortars The one of 5.8 inches is royal mortar
the other of 4.6 inches is Coehorn mortar Both were surrendered

at Saratoga by General Burgoyne in 1777 The Coehorn dates back to

George II the other is nearer the period of George III

The mortar beds for both mortars are one solid block of wood
either elm or white oak Each mortar is fastened at an angle of 45

degrees

Material for 5.8 inch royal morta

Wood

piece Elm or oak...........l0 31 l/2N

Mild Steel

Trunnion c.amp..........l/2 l2.............2 required

eye bolt.5/8I round by 16 ..........2 required
bolts for keys...5/8 round l2...2

...l/2Uxll/21x21..2 ft

Ring bolt...............5/8 round xlO............l
it doff ii

.1

Transom bolts...........5/8h1 round 6..........2
washers 4.....3/8 1/2 7.........l

Randles................5/8 roundbyl2 ..........2

Chainkeys..............5/16 xV x4.............l
.........1/4 stock links 60 long required

5/80 hexagon nuts

1/2 1/2 1/2 washers

Material 46 Coehorn morar

Wood

piece of elm or white oalc..........9 1/2
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Mild Steel

Frunnion clen ........3/8N 5/8 11 ..............2 required

Eye bolts..............l/2 round by 15N .............2
Eye bolts with keys....l/2 round by ll................2

if it ....3/8 3/8 S/8N............2

Ring bolt.......5/8 round by 1O.................l
...........5/8N round.bylO..............l

Transombolts........5/8gsg /4N 3/8 7.......1
Handles...............5/8 round.x12..................2

Chainkeys.............5/l5 xl x44........l

Chain keys chain 1/4 stock links long ..... .2

1/2 hexagon nuts

1/4 1/20 1/2 washers
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Photograph No 48

Drawing TIEP Cot 10020

8079

Drawing of Daniel King gun shown in Photograph No 15
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Photograph No 49

Drawing NHP Col 4005

8080

Drawing of French howitzer 1777 shown in Photograph No 20
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Louis de Tousard American Artillerist Companion vols
Philadelphia lO9 13

Vol II Chapt 12 p.351 if

OF SHIP OR NAVY GUN CARRIAGES Plate 50

SHIP CARRIAGES affuts de bord This is the denomination which is given

to the carriages of guns employed in the navy They are composed of two

flasks or cheeks PA fig nunted on two axietrees bb four

wheels and joined together with transom The French carriages

which had formerly sole or bottom on which the flasks were pinned

have at present piece of timber yy jointed into the axletree which

partly answers the same purpose AU these pieces are strongly bolted

together is the transom bolt which passes through the cheeks and transom

and rivetted on ring it is sometimes fixed somewhat back and below

this transom is the hinder bolt forelock bolts goupiUes which

are rivetted underneath the fore axietree the hinder axietree bolts

which fasten the flasks with the hinder axietree the two hindermost are

eyebolts eye bolts to which the gun tackles are hooked they are

rivetted inside of the flasks the breeching bolts through which in

the English navy the breechings are passed In the French navy instead

of these last bolts hole is pierced in each flask through which they

pass these breechings are the capsquares forelocked upon the trunnions

to keep them fast on the carriage the esses which contain the wheels



The length of the flasks is nearly equal to the length of the

gun from the cascabel or pomiglion to the amis of the trunnions

with the addition of half the diameter of the fore wheels The

distance between the flasks which are in vertical situation is

equal to the diameter of the corresponding parts of the gun aflovd.ng

0.27 inch play on each side their thickness is to be seen in the

foflowing table The height of the said flasks from underneath the

wheels depends on the height of the scifls of the port from the deck

with the addition of two fifths of the height of the port hole

Those of the lower tier ought to be such that when the breech of the

gun lies upon the hind axietree the muzzle of the gun should touch

above the port hole in order that it may not push the port open when

the ship rofls in stormy weather The degrees of the flasks begin at

three fifths of their length from the head the flasks for and other

calibres above eighteen pounders have five degrees for and lower than

twelve pounders only four degrees these are made to serve as point

of appuy for the handspikes or crowbars which are used to raise the

cascabel

The diameter of the spindles of the fore axletree is equal to the

thickness of the flasks and their length twice their diameter the

square part of the axietree is one inch higher than the diameter of the

spindles and its breadth nearly twice their diameter in order that

they may receive on each side two bolts which pass through the flasks

the thickness of the wheels is equal to that of the flasks The



hinder ad.etree and wheels may be constructed on lesser dimensions

The transom is of the same thickness as the flasks and placed

below the trunnion notches encastrement somewhat inclined towards

the hinder part of the carriage It is hollowed so as not to

impede the swinging of the gun and let into the thickness of the

flasks about one inch deep

We have mentioned that the bolt passes through the cheeks

and transom the hinder bolt is placed at one fifth of the

height of the flasks from the bottom of the carriage vertically

below the first degree

The eye bolts are fixed at one third of the height of the

flasks vertically below the second degree

The hole for the breechings is pierced at two fifths of

the flask length from the hinder part to the front and nearly

in the middle of its height from the bottom of it

The trunnion notch encastrement has for its diameter that

of the trunnions and for its depth one third of the same diameter



TABlE OF FRENCH SHIP CARRIAGES

Thickness of

Thickness of Diameter of Thickness of the great
the flasks the wheels the bolts the eye Weight Cost

CALIBRES bolts

INCHES POUNDS DOLLARS

36 6.39 19.JS 1.33 1.24 l23 25.40

24 5.86 18.12 1.24 1.15 936 21.63

18 5.33 17.15 1.15 1.07 735 18.81

12 4.79 14.92 1.07 0.98 547 16.18

4.53 13.85 0.98 0.89 437 13.56

4.26 12.79 0.89 0.80 332 11.29

4.00 11.72 0.80 0.71 262 9.41



Tousard page 379 Vol ii

The breech of the gun bears upon bed coussin and upon

coin coussinet which are placed on the bottom of the carriage

the upper and inferior surfaces of the first are parallel the second

is cut in the form of wedge so that by pushing or withdrawing it

the gun may be either raised or depressed as the different positions

of the ship may render it necessary Thus to fire the gun direct if

to windward the coin ought to be pushed and withdrawn if to leeward

Exclusive of that coin coussinet pointing coin is made use of

which having one handle is more handy and serves to insure the

precision of the shot after the first coin has served to give nearly

proper elevation to the gun The following is table of the dimensions

of these beds coins and pointing coins

INCHES

CALIBIZES 36 241S 128 64
Beds coussins length
with parallel breadth

surfaces height

19.18

12.79

0.80

17.05

11.72

7.46

14.92

9.59

6.39

12.79

8.52

5.33

Coins or coussinets length
lessened at one end

breadth thick end
small end

height thick end
small end

17.05

9.59
7.46

7.46

5.33

15.98

8.52

6.39

6.39

4.26

14.92

7.46

533
5.33
4.26

12.79

6.39

4.26

4.26

2.13

Pointing Coins with
length

handle 4.26 inches breadth

height

12.79

5.33

5.33

10.66

5.33

4.26

9.59

4.26

4.26

8.52

3.20

2.13


